
Everyone wants quality print. Every client expects it. Every 
PSP promises it. So does every digital press manufacturer. 
But what precisely do we mean by “quality” and does it mean 
the same for everyone?

On the surface, some of the characteristics of a quality print job 
are obvious. It looks good — colours are vibrant, text is sharp. 
If the choice of stock is right, quality work feels good. Quality 
should also be consistent, sheet to sheet, job to job.

#UNLEASHPRINT

is about more than look and feel



Quality work also exploits print’s uniquely physical nature. The range of substrates 
that today’s digital production presses can handle is continually expanding; in 
particular, heavier, textured papers that add impact and really enhance quality. 
Innovative finishing plays a major role in creating print that stands out from  
the crowd.

So much for what makes quality print. For ambitious PSPs, there is another question 
to ask: What makes a quality printer? If you get the answer to this right, then you 
open the doors to high-end work, where quality expectations will be higher, the 
products more complex and — crucially — the margins healthier.

To be a quality printer you have to produce more than just quality print. You must 
also provide a quality service. Your work will not only look good, feel good and be 
consistent; it will be delivered on time and within budget, but at a price that gives 
you a decent margin. Clients will value you for your flexibility, for being able to 
accommodate rush jobs. Or for providing a choice of ways to deliver work —  
via a web-to-print portal, for example.

With the Canon imagePRESS C10000VP and C8000VP production digital colour 
presses you can meet and exceed clients’ highest expectations. Rated at 100ppm 
and 80ppm respectively, the presses set new standards in print quality, colour 
consistency, media flexibility, productivity and reliability.

Exceptional image quality: Print stunning images thanks to the 2400-dpi 
resolution of the world’s first 32-beam Red Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser 
(R-VCSEL). The red-laser beam generates a smaller spot than conventional infrared 
lasers to build higher-definition images on the drum. The imagePRESS C10000VP 
and C8000VP do this without compromising on imaging speed thanks to Canon’s 
32 multi-beam simultaneous exposure technology.

Total consistency: Canon’s Multi-DAT (Multiple Density Adjustment Technology)  
gives real-time colour calibration for consistent, controlled quality and stable 
output over long runs. Multi-DAT works by detecting and registering colour 
patches printed on the surface of the image transfer belt. The multi-patch  
pattern, from low to high density, is applied and checked 26 times for every  
28 sheets, on 20 different gradations (five for each colour). Any variations in 
density are corrected in real time, reducing sheet-to-sheet variations and  
rendering consistent halftone images. 
In addition, simple active registration technology delivers outstanding front- 
to-back and side-to-side registration — first time, every time. It ensures every  
sheet is correctly positioned and features a side guide for skew correction.

New toner technology: For the imagePRESS C10000VP and C8000VP Canon  
not only developed a new toner —Consistently Vivid (CV) — but also re-engineered 
how the toner and developer are managed. The innovative para-shell structure of 
CV Toner gives extra particle durability, excellent colour consistency and vibrant 
image quality.  
For excellent toner transfer, even on the most demanding embossed and textured 
media, the new-design intermediate transfer belt has four layers, including an 
additional elastic layer on top of the base material. This increases toner transfer 
efficiency by minimising the distance between the surface of the belt and the 
media. Gloss optimisation adjusts the fusing temperature creating the desired 
gloss or matt output quality in line with customer requirements. 



Pictured: Canon imagePRESS C10000VP

Matchless media flexibility: Whatever the substrate, from thin coated media as light as 70gsm to 
heavyweight 350gsm stocks, you can be assured of quality imaging with the imagePRESS C10000VP 
and C8000VP — and without compromising on productivity. Instead of a single fuser, the imagePRESS 
C10000VP and C8000VP have two. Lighter media pass through one and heavier through both, so 
there’s no need to halt production when the stock changes. Changing the paper path is simple and 
fast, for maximum throughput even on jobs with a mix of media. Instead of a roller system, an external 
heat belt applies heat to the primary fixing assembly, maintaining a consistent temperature and 
ensuring stable fixing performance, even during continuous printing of heavy media. Paper jams when 
printing coated media as light as 70gsm are eliminated thanks to a new air compressor featuring an air 
separation function.

Innovative workflow solutions: Say “Yes” to whatever your clients ask of you by managing your 
production from order to delivery. The imagePRESS C10000VP and C8000VP offer an extensive range 
of digital front ends for the highest standards of workflow performance. Choose from four productive, 
innovative and intuitive workflows from EFI, PRISMAsync and CREO.

In-line finishing options: Excite clients with creative finishing thanks to a comprehensive choice of 
automated in-line finishing capabilities and compatibility with third-party in-line finishing devices. 
Booklet-making, perfect binding, high-capacity stacking, multiple folding are all available. A new 
professional puncher supports formats including SRA3, A3, A4R and A5.



The next step : To discover more about the Canon imagePRESS family of digital toner 
production presses, please visit www.canon-europe.com/C10000VP


